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A concise overview of the ancient mind-body practice, covering the poses, history, philosophy,

and more.The Little Book of Yoga offers a comprehensive foundation in the practice of yoga.

It’s an engaging and approachable volume perfect for yoga lovers of all levels—beginner or

advanced, committed or just curious. Beginning with a brief history of yoga and its various

styles, Nora Isaacs presents instructions and illustrations for all the major poses. She also

goes beyond the poses to discuss yogic philosophy, breathing, meditation, chakras, and more.

About the AuthorNora Isaacs, formerly an editor at Yoga Journal, is a writer and editor living in

Berkeley, California. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.
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word yoga means “to unite.” But what exactly are we bringing together when we bend, stretch,

twist, and breathe?The ancient yogis—a “yogi” being one who practices yoga—had some big

ideas about union. They believed yoga could unite individuals with the universe, bring about

the understanding that all beings are one, and enable us to experience total bliss. Most modern

yogis don’t have such lofty goals. We simply want to live more comfortably in our bodies. We

want to be kinder, to feel better and more alive.Practicing yoga is really very simple. You focus

on your breath. You arrange your body like a cobra or a tree. You balance the best that you can.

Yoga can strengthen your muscles, increase flexibility and circulation, boost your immunity, and

calm your nervous system. But it can also strengthen your spirit. With a regular yoga practice,

you become less reactive in stressful times. You blow off criticism more easily. You stand your

ground more firmly. You start to notice the way the light shines through your window in the late

afternoon. And you feel spontaneous moments of gratitude during an otherwise mundane

moment, or a stirring of compassion for the people around you.How does this work? How does

physical exercise—something you might do to lose weight or build muscle—become something

else entirely? It starts when you realize you can quiet your mind with your body. When you lie

down calmly on your mat, you learn how to truly relax. When you fall down in a balancing pose,

you learn that you can survive through—and even laugh at—your failures. When you ever so

slowly stretch into a forward bend, you learn how to stay present. When you pay exquisite

attention to each toe in a standing pose, you learn awareness. These benefits follow you off

your mat and weave themselves into your daily life.According to ancient yoga philosophy, every

person is compassionate, loving, and peaceful. Yoga helps us uncover the basic goodness in

ourselves and in others, which can so easily become buried beneath anger, resentment, self-

criticism, and doubt. The more you practice yoga, the more clearly you can see the truth: All is

as it should be. You are perfect just as you are.This book invites you to learn more about yoga,

offering general overviews and inspirational takeaways of various aspects of the tradition: the

history, which spans ages and continents; the poses, including a selection of more than thirty-

five common favorites; the philosophy, with explanations and present-day interpretations of

each limb of the ancient yogi’s guide to enlightenment, called the Eight-Limbed Path; related

wellness exercises such as breathing, meditation, and mindfulness; and ideas for incorporating



yoga into your daily life.No matter what your skill level, and no matter what your goals—be they

fitness-oriented, part of a larger spiritual quest, or tied to a simple curiosity about one of the

world’s great ancient traditions—there is always more to be learned about this mind-body

practice. It’s called a yoga “practice” because it’s never quite finished. The wise yogi knows that

the process itself is the destination. That life itself—perhaps even this very moment—is the

ultimate reward. Discover these possibilities for yourself inside The Little Book of Yoga.Part

OneThe FoundationA Brief History of YogaThe history of yoga is a complex web of branches

and schools that twist and turn, leading to what is considered to be today’s modern yoga. No

one can pinpoint precisely when yoga was invented, but here’s what we do know: Yoga hails

from India. The language of yoga is called Sanskrit, an ancient priestly tongue. A pose is called

an asana, based on the Sanskrit word for “seat.” The yoga lifestyle has changed quite a bit

since ancient times, when yogis lived in secluded caves or forests and practiced ways to

master their bodies, such as stopping their heartbeat. But the essence of yoga remains the

same, as does the ultimate goal: to find harmony with yourself and the world.The Ancient

Age(3000 BCE–300 BCE)Some scholars believe the yoga tradition began as early as 5,000

years ago, linking its origins to a soap-stone seal, which was excavated in the early 1900s, that

had human-like figures carved in shapes that looked like yoga poses. Others believe yoga is

2,500 years old, which is when it was first mentioned in an ancient text. Still others believe that

yoga originated during the Vedic Age in India, when people focused on ritual, poetry, and

transcending the mind through intense focus. During this time, holy men and women were said

to have magical powers and practiced strenuous physical feats to overcome the body, which

they considered an obstacle to enlightenment. These early yogis were committed to

understanding their relationship with the divine, a core idea that is found in many schools of

yoga today, thousands of years later.Over time, the focus shifted from study and rituals toward

self-understanding through direct experience. The body was no longer considered an obstacle;

rather, it was seen as a means to finding freedom.The Classical Age(300 BCE–500 CE)In

yoga’s Classical Age, which also took place in India, yoga came to be seen as a spiritual

philosophy that could help people reach their full human potential. Finding freedom wasn’t so

much about uniting with some great spirit in the sky, but about awakening to one’s own

authentic self. It’s known as the Classical Age because during this time, six classical

philosophies were established, one of which is Patanjali’s yoga. During this era, the emphasis

of the practice was on meditation, rather than on yoga’s physical poses.HISTORIC TEXT OF

THE CLASSICAL AGE: The Yoga SutraThe Yoga Sutra is an authoritative text of the Classical

Age. It was written at the dawn of the first millennium by a sage named Patanjali. It contains

196 aphorisms on the meaning of yoga, the experience of yoga, the expanding of one’s yoga

practice, and how yoga can free the soul. It also defined a set of guidelines called the Eight-

Limbed Path (see page 134) that serves as a template for some modern-day yoga schools.

And it identified five causes of suffering, called kleshas, which stand in the way of

enlightenment. The five kleshas are ignorance (avidya), ego (asmita), attachment (raga),

aversion to pain (dvesa), and fear of death (abhinivesah).• 15TH–18TH CENTURIES •The

Foundational Texts on Yoga’s Physical PosesThere are three key texts that describe yoga

poses, breathing techniques, and meditation, which are the main practices of Hatha yoga, the

most popular form of yoga practiced today. These foundational texts are the Hatha Yoga

Pradipika (from the fifteenth century), the Gheranda Samhita (from the seventeenth century),

and the Shiva Samhita (from the eighteenth century).The Modern Age(1893–

PRESENT)Modern yoga as we know it gained traction in the late 1800s after a few individual

Indian yogis shared teachings of Eastern philosophy with Western audiences. Among those



was Swami Vivekananda, a Hindu monk who gave an influential speech at the World

Parliament of Religions in Chicago in 1893. Over the next century, more Indian teachers came

to America, including B.K.S. Iyengar, Pattabhi Jois, Indra Devi, and T.K.V. Desikachar. These

teachers, all students of a great Indian master called Krishnamacharya, went on to create the

major styles practiced by today’s yogis. Another Indian teacher, Paramahansa Yogananda,

came to Boston in 1920 and founded the Self-Realization Fellowship. His book, Autobiography

of a Yogi, is a wildly popular spiritual classic.By the 1960s, yoga had taken hold in Western

counter-culture. An Indian guru named Swami Satchidananda gave the opening speech at

Woodstock in 1969, while the Beatles started traveling to India to study with a guru named

Maharishi Mahesh Yogi. Ram Dass wrote a famous book called Be Here Now that heralded in

the age of spiritual seekers. By the 1990s, yoga’s popularity had fully transitioned from

counterculture to the mainstream, where it thrives today.HISTORIC TEXT OF THE MODERN

AGE: Light on YogaWritten by B.K.S. Iyengar and first published in 1966, Light on Yoga is

considered to be the definitive manual on modern yoga. It includes descriptions and

photographs of the yoga master himself in a wide range of poses. Iyengar went on to create an

eponymous style of yoga, which focuses on precise alignment and the use of props.The

Branches of YogaWhat opens your heart? What makes you feel receptive to new ideas,

creative, and compassionate? The many branches of yoga reflect the diversity of our

temperaments, goals, and individual personalities. Whether it’s rigorous exercise that opens

one’s heart, or music, or service to others, there’s a branch of yoga for everyone, be it a

traditional branch or a unique combination of many. Here are the modern forms of today’s most

relevant branches:• BHAKTI YOGA (Devotion)• HATHA YOGA (Physical Exercise)• JNANA

YOGA (Wisdom)• KARMA YOGA (Service)• MANTRA YOGA (Sound)• RAJA YOGA

(Meditation)Bhakti Yoga[THE YOGA OF DEVOTION]Goal: To develop a personal relationship

with the “divine,” which could include a higher power, nature, or the selfHow to get there:

Prayer, chanting, or one’s own preferred ways of expressing devotionCommon personality traits

of a Bhakti yogi: Committed, sincere, strong in faithHatha Yoga[THE YOGA OF PHYSICAL

EXERCISE]Goal: To gain freedom through physical disciplineHow to get there: Do yoga poses

to purify and prepare your body and mindCommon personality traits of a Hatha yogi: Active

and energetic; enjoys a physical challengeJnana Yoga[THE YOGA OF WISDOM]Goal: To

understand the truth though intense study and debateHow to get there: Read, study,

analyzeCommon personality traits of a Jnana yogi: Intellectual, philosophical, drawn to pursuits

of the mindKarma Yoga[THE YOGA OF SERVICE]Goal: To selflessly help othersHow to get

there: Volunteer work, public service, adopting a causeCommon personality traits of a Karma

yogi: Generous, selfless, altruisticMantra Yoga[THE YOGA OF SOUND]Goal: To focus the

mind using soundHow to get there: Chant a mantra, or repeat a chosen sound to reach a

higher state of beingCommon personality traits of a Mantra yogi: Focused, musical;

appreciates solitudeRaja Yoga[THE YOGA OF MEDITATION]Goal: To clear the mind in order to

experience moments of peace and clarityHow to get there: Cultivate a consistent meditation

practiceCommon personality traits of a Raja yogi: Curious, scientific, drawn to direct

experienceYoga StylesWhen yoga hit the West in the late nineteenth century, a natural

evolution occurred. Teachers trained by Indian masters began taking what they had learned

and making it their own. Some instructors opened schools that followed closely in their

particular lineage, while others used their knowledge as a starting point to develop their own

creative styles. These days, there’s a wide range of yoga styles suited to all personalities and

skill levels, with variations in speed, levels of exertion, purposes, benefits, and environment

(such as temperature of the room and noise level, for example).Today’s most popular styles



include:• ANUSARA YOGA• ASHTANGA YOGA• BIKRAM YOGA• IYENGAR YOGA•

JIVAMUKTI YOGA• KRIPALU YOGA• KUNDALINI YOGA• POWER YOGA• RESTORATIVE

YOGA• VINIYOGAAnusara YogaAnusara yoga presents the idea that, when practiced with

proper alignment and intention, the poses can help one connect with inner joy, creativity,

playfulness, and one’s full potential. (As interpreted by Anusara yogis, the Sanskrit word

anusara means “flowing with grace.”) Rather than focusing on what needs to be fixed or

corrected, Anusara teachers focus on the thriving goodness within and around us, and seek to

help uncover each student’s unique, innate beauty. Anusara’s Universal Principles of

Alignment, which incorporate yoga philosophy and physical alignment techniques, are applied

to the teaching of each pose. Classes include an opening invocation, a heart-opening theme, a

flowing sequence chosen from a selection of more than 250 poses, and a final relaxation

period.Ashtanga YogaAshtanga yoga, founded by K. Pattabhi Jois (1915–2009), features

flowing movements called vinyasas that connect breath with movement. When done correctly,

the blood circulates freely, creating internal heat and sweating, which is believed to purify the

body and calm the mind. Sometimes referred to as Ashtanga Vinyasa Yoga, this style follows a

universal sequence that students gradually learn from their teacher as they progress in skill

and ability. Classes open with Sun Salutations (see pages 38–39), followed by standing poses,

seated poses, backbends, inversions, and finally a relaxation pose. The breath is central to this

practice. Ashtanga incorporates audible throat breathing called Ujjayi (oo-JAH-ee) breath,

which sounds like the ocean as the practitioner breathes in and out, evenly and in rhythm with

the movements of the body. Ashtanga also incorporates bandhas (see page 178), or internal

body locks that are thought to gather energy in the body, and drishti, a focused gaze. Flow

yoga and vinyasa yoga are variations of Ashtanga yoga.Bikram YogaBikram yoga, founded by

Bikram Choudhury (b. 1946), is a standardized series of twenty-six poses practiced in a room

heated to 105°F/40°C. The heat is believed to release toxins, improve circulation, and loosen

up muscles. Because of the heat, it’s recommended that you dress lightly, and bring a towel

and a bottle of water. The practice starts and ends with breathing exercises and includes

standing poses, backbends, seated poses, and twists. Each pose is done twice, and proceeds

in a fixed order. It’s often called Hot Yoga when there is some deviation from Bikram’s

prescribed sequence.Iyengar YogaIyengar yoga was founded by B.K.S. Iyengar (b. 1918), who

considered the body to be a vehicle toward a spiritual path. This style emphasizes precise

alignment, anatomy, and sequencing of the poses in a very specific order. Classes are

conducted like an in-depth workshop, focusing on only a few poses, hands-on adjustments,

and holding demonstrations in the center of the room. Iyengar yoga encourages the use of

props like blocks, chairs, blankets, and bolsters to promote relaxation, proper alignment, and

opening the body in a safe way. Those who are sensitive to injury, or are healing from a specific

injury, find Iyengar useful because of the careful instructions, attention to body mechanics, and

thoughtful modifications of the poses to suit individual needs and comfort

preferences.Jivamukti YogaJivamukti yoga, founded in New York City by Sharon Gannon and

David Life in 1986, is a rigorous form of flowing yoga. Energetic Jivamukti classes include Sun

Salutations, poses, chanting, music, relaxation, and meditation. Some classes open with a

theme that is woven throughout the class, and there is an emphasis on alignment and hands-

on adjustment. Loosely translated from Sanskrit, jivan mukti means “liberation while living.” The

founders’ philosophy centers around five tenets: kindness, devotion, meditation, music, and

studying yoga scripture. They encourage practitioners to bring yoga philosophy off the mat and

into their daily lives, and to live in a kind and compassionate way.Kripalu YogaKripalu yoga was

founded by Amrit Desai (b. 1932), a native of India who was inspired by Swami Kripalvananda



(1913–1981), after whom the practice is named. With a focus on bringing awareness to poses,

breathwork, and meditation, Kripalu yoga encourages healing, psychological growth,

spirituality, and creativity. By focusing on staying in the present moment while on the mat, this

style encourages deepening your spiritual attunement, self-awareness, and empathy. It

combines a slow-moving yet challenging class with a meditative awareness. Kripalu employs

an approach referred to as BRFWA: breathe, relax, feel, watch, and allow. These five steps can

be applied to everyday life as part of a practice of self-acceptance.Kundalini YogaKundalini

yoga practices—including breathing, poses, hand positions, chanting, and meditation—are

designed to awaken the latent energy that sits at the base of the spine, so that one can

experience a higher consciousness. The practices focus on balancing the glandular and

nervous systems for physical, mental, and spiritual health. A chant often heard in a Kundalini

yoga class is Sat Nam, which means “truth is my identity.” Kundalini yoga, as inspired by Yogi

Bhajan (1929–2004), encourages teachers and practitioners to wear white clothing to nourish

light and divinity.Power YogaPower yoga is an overarching term for an athletic style of yoga that

is popular in a gym setting as well as in studios. Its roots are in Ashtanga yoga. Poses are

linked together by a chaturanga pose (see page 51), and movements flow swiftly for an often

sweaty cardio workout, likely accompanied by upbeat music. Variations of Power yoga are

Power Vinyasa Flow, Dynamic Yoga, and Power Vinyasa.Restorative YogaRestorative yoga is

designed to counter stress by triggering the parasympathetic nervous system, which calms the

body and lowers heart rate and blood pressure. Restorative yoga poses often incorporate

props such as bolsters, blocks, and blankets that completely support the body, allowing it to

relax and drop deeply into a stress-free state. Each pose requires time for the practitioner to

arrange the body and adjust props until they arrive in a position of complete comfort. Once

there, they lie still for up to 20 minutes. Restorative yoga was popularized by Judith Hanson

Lasater—a physical therapist, yoga teacher, and scholar—in the 1990s.ViniyogaViniyoga is

useful for all kinds of yogis, and is often recommended for people with injuries or illness

because it’s highly adaptable to one’s needs. The practice includes poses, breathwork,

meditation, chanting, and other methods designed to transform the body and mind. In a

Viniyoga class, one might move in and out of the same pose repeatedly, making slight

modifications while also focusing on the breath. Viniyoga was shaped by Gary Kraftsow (b.

1955), who based the practice on the teachings of Krishnamacharya (1888–1989) and T.K.V.

Desikachar (b. 1938).What Is Hatha Yoga?Hatha yoga refers specifically to the physical aspect

of yoga. The word hatha in Sanskrit means “force,” which can describe the strengthening

movements of the body during a yoga class. Historically, physical movement was just one small

part of the larger yoga tradition, but today the physical exercises known as Hatha yoga are

what many recognize as modern yoga. Classes described as “hatha” often blend a few different

styles rather than emphasizing just one.What Is Vinyasa Yoga?Some modern yoga classes are

referred to as “vinyasa yoga,” which means that poses are linked together with flowing

movements, and often linked to the breath. Vinyasa also refers to carefully thought-out

sequencing, with one pose preparing the body for the next. Think of vinyasa as a graceful

dance, with the same moves being repeated continuously.Part TwoYoga PosesYoga poses are

the building blocks of a physical yoga practice, and a gateway into a deeper understanding of

the mind and body. Traditionally, yoga poses—of which there was only a small selection in

ancient times—were done in preparation for seated meditation, helping to strengthen the back

and core and open up the hips to facilitate long periods of sitting (see asana, the third limb of

the Eight-Limbed Path, page 140). Today, having been adapted by modern society into a

flourishing type of exercise, they feature prominently in a range of fitness and wellness



programs and are enjoyed for their myriad health benefits, mental and physical.True to their

origins, most yoga poses have a Sanskrit name that ends with asana—such as Savasana

(page 129) or Bhujangasana (page 109)—which means “seat.” Poses are often named for

animals and objects whose shapes and characteristics inspire the pose, such as a cobra, boat,

and warrior. They are often categorized by the basic positioning of the body: standing,

balancing, seated, resting, plus backbends and inversions.
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Edna I. Lucas, “Awesome read.. I love this book.  Perfect for beginners.”

Maria, “Great for learning poses. This book was very helpful for me when I took my yoga class.

The poses are well explained and even drawn out. I was at an advantage by the time we took a

50 question multiple choice final.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “A Great Purchase for your Mind and Body!. I originally ordered this as a

gift for my roommate, but I loved it so much I decided to keep it for myself! It is beautifully

bound and contains not only yoga poses, but also information about the history of yoga, yoga

philosophy, breathing exercises, meditation and more. It is perfect tool for anyone who wants a

nice basic overview to help them get into the world of yoga. Also, it looks great on a coffee

table!”

Michele, “Great go to yoga book!. This book will be a great addition to my classroom yoga
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books. Neat little book that tell you everything you wanted to know about the poses and

descriptions.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Love my Little Book of Yoga!!!. Love my Little Book of Yoga! Currently

taking a college yoga class and the instructor was so impressed with this book, she's adding it

to her list of recommended books for students.”

Justanothergirl, “A yogi's choice. This came in such good condition and I keep it on my

nightstand :) it's full of great information for anyone who practices!”

Catherine H., “LOVE. This book really helped and is helping me .... LOVE. This book really

helped and is helping me get acquainted with yoga in new ways that I could never have

imagined. I use it every day to learn something new about the practice. It goes into fantastic

depth. and teaches me things I would never learn in a class.”

Normabee, “Good. Love”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Great overview of yoga. This book is a very handle little guide to yoga.

Great explanations of the practice in a concise way. Very good selection of poses.”

Christina T., “Informative and easy to follow- great to take away on holiday. Great book and

easy to follow yoga postures”

Bookworm, “Really enjoyed this.. This is a simple, well explained summary of yoga -

philosophy and practice. I definitely recommend it for a concise reference.”

Dianne Newman, “Everything you need in such a little book. Great value. This is one of my

favourite yoga books. I have bought 3 now for friends and everyone loves it. One of the best

yoga books I have”

Ebook Tops Reader, “A great starting point. A very useful overview and starting point for

studying yoga”
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